How To Use

Silencer III for Marble

1. Choose the specific blade for your application.

2. Make sure that the saw is off. Disconnect from the power supply if possible to ensure safety.

3. Clean flanges, collars and shaft of dirt and debris

4. Place blade on shaft with arrow on the blade indicating same direction of saw rotation. If an arbor reducer is used ensure that the blade and the reducer are snug to the back flange.

5. Put the front flange in its proper location and tighten the lock nut securely. The flanges should always be equal in size and the correct size for the blade being used.

6. Turn blade by hand to ensure correct mounting position (only if motor does not lock)

7. Adjust water feeds to proper locations on the leading edge of the blade.

8. Turn the power on the saw and turn the water on to assure good water flow.

9. Set the depth of the blade to between approximately 3/8” inches below the underside of the stone. This will assure a good clean cut.

10. Turn the saw motor on and start the traverse of the blade to begin cutting.

11. When cutting is finished, return the saw motor to its starting point.

12. Shut down all power to remove the blade.

Always review the operation manual for the proper set-up procedure.